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Government’s  
‘net zero’ ambition

Let’s clear the air

T
he past few years has seen a steep rise in the 
prominence of environmental and air quality  
issues within the mainstream political agenda, 
both in the UK and globally.

From the ‘dieselgate’ scandal and government’s hat-
trick of defeats in court against environmental law firm 
ClientEarth, through to schoolgirl Greta Thunberg’s rise 
to fame championing climate change, positive action to 
slow down global warming and tackle air pollution is a 
must.

And road transport must play a core role in this  
environmental battle.

However, are the strategies put in place by govern-
ment to reduce harmful road emissions the right ones? 
Do they go far enough? 

And what will the impact on UK businesses be, 
particularly those targeted most by incoming emissions 
regulations – such as hauliers?

In this supplement, we’ll look at some of the key 
policies in play at the moment, such as CAZs, and ask 
leading industry representatives their views.

Hayley Pink 
Events and projects editor

T
he UK government passed a law in 
June 2019 committing to ‘net zero’ 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.

This target — which it hailed as 
one of the most adventurous in the world 
— was recommended by the Committee 
on Climate Change, the UK’s independent 
climate advisory body. Net zero means any 
emissions would be balanced by schemes to 
offset an equivalent amount of greenhouse 
gases from the atmosphere.

Running alongside this, launched in sum-
mer 2018, the government’s Road to Zero 
strategy sets out the direction of travel the 
road transport sector will take to reach a 
zero-emission future by 2050.

For cars and vans it states that by 2040, 
no more petrol or diesel models will be 
sold – although the government remains 
under pressure to accelerate this end date 
by several years.

For HGVs, the government acknowledg-

es technology is still in its infancy for many 
vehicle types. It has therefore committed 
to supporting specialist R&D work and 
on-road trials of new technology to give op-
erators confidence in making the transition.

In the interim, the government also 
concedes that the newest diesel trucks may 
be the most sensible current fuel choice, 
given the success of regulation of reducing 
real-world pollutant emissions.

The strategy also encourages operator 
adoption of fuel-reduction techniques such 
as driver training, aerodynamics and telem-
atics systems.

An industry-wide voluntary commitment 
to reducing HGV greenhouse gas emissions 
15% by 2025, from 2015 levels, has also 
been set as a challenge to fleet operators. 

Government figures (from 2016) highlight-
ed in Road to Zero show that 18% of green-
house gas emissions and 13% of nitrogen 
oxide (NOx) emissions come from HGVs.

Air quality in the UK
According to Public Health England, air pollution is the 
biggest environmental threat to health in the UK, with between 
28,000 and 36,000 deaths a year attributed to long-term 
exposure. 

There is strong evidence that air pollution causes the 
development of coronary heart disease, stroke, respiratory 
disease and lung cancer, and exacerbates asthma.

The UK government has spent the past few years locked 
in a legal wrangle with environmental law firm ClientEarth, 
accused of not acting swiftly enough to tackle poor air quality.

As a result of ClientEarth’s success in the courtroom, the 
government has been forced to produce two new air quality 
strategies to tackle illegal breaches of nitrogen oxides (NOx) 
in urban areas.

This has seen a series of mandates rolled out to more than 
60 local authorities in England to either submit CAZ plans, or 
carry out feasibility studies to assess if one may be needed to 
tackle pollution hotspots (see next page for zones).

In addition, both the Welsh Assembly and Scottish 

Government have been working on their own emissions-
reduction policies for affected cities.

So what is a CAZ?
In a nutshell, according to Defra, a CAZ is an area “where 
targeted action is taken to improve air quality and resources 
co-ordinated in order to shape the urban environment in 
a way that delivers improved health benefits and supports 
economic growth”. 

Each CAZ will be expected to fulfil a number of minimum 
requirements before being approved, such as establishing a 
clearly defined air-quality issue; supporting uptake of ultra-
low-emission vehicles (ULEVs); and local authority leadership 
through own fleet use of ULEVs and procurement standards to 
support the zone.

CAZs can take the form of a non-charging geographic area 
that includes a series of air quality improvement measures 
and incentives, or the more widely-known charging model, 
where vehicles must meet an emissions standard (Euro-6 for 
diesel HGVs and vans) or pay a fee to enter.

I
don’t think any of us are in 
any doubt that we, as a sec-
tor, have a key role to play 
in the clean air challenge our 

country – and the planet – is 
facing. As a leading supplier 
of commercial vehicle rental, 
contract hire and maintenance 
services, Ryder is in con-
stant dialogue with all of the 
major OEMs to stay ahead of 
developments in alternative 
fuel technology for commer-
cial vehicles. We are regularly 
assessing the technology as it 
evolves, and balancing the risk 
with the investment to ensure 
we drive long-term sustainabili-
ty for our customers and for the 
environment. But right here, 
right now, Euro-6 diesel is the only credible 
clean air zone (CAZ) -compliant drivetrain 
for HGVs.

Alternatives to diesel are developing 
fast wherever you look. In the light sector, 
the van manufacturers are pushing heavily 
to get credible products on the market. 
The likes of Mercedes-Benz, Ford and 
Volkswagen have a number of alternative 
fuel vehicles on trial with customers, but 
the technology is still some way off from 

being ready for wholesale 
production.

The heavier sector at 
7.5 tonne and above is 
developing, with the core 
manufacturers starting to 
consider their options. 

All alternatives to diesel 
currently come with a com-
bination of operational and 
business challenges for most 
applications that affect man-
ufacturer and operator alike: 
range, payloads, capital cost, 
residual value, and recharg-
ing/refuelling infrastructure.

Alternative technology 
credentials are further 
clouded by well-to-wheel or 
well-to-tank emissions. For 

example, the key with hydrogen is its gener-
ation: it must be generated from alternative 
sources of electricity to ensure its exhaust 
emissions benefit is not wasted.

That said, the manufacturers will surely 
overcome these challenges in the next 
decade. Until then, operators need not risk 
investing in the bleeding edge to comply 
with CAZs: with NOx and CO2 90% lower 
and 25% lower respectively than Euro-3, 
Euro-6 vehicles represent the best (and 
most readily available) solution for the vast 
majority of operators.

Shaun Stephenson
Director of engineering
Ryder

THE JOURNEY OF EMISSIONS

Emission type Euro 3 Euro 4 Euro 5 Euro 6

CO2 2.1 1.5 1.5 1.5

NOX 5.0 3.5 2.0 0.4
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A
s you can see from the map, plans for CAZs are being 
explored country-wide.

More than 60 local authorities were given a mandate 
by government to explore air quality initiatives, with six 

major cities in the first wave expected to have plans in place by 
2020: Birmingham, Derby, Greater London, Leeds, Nottingham 
and Southampton.

Of these, London has led the charge with the launch of its 
Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) on 8 April 2019, which sees 
operators of non-Euro-6 HGVs paying £100 per day to enter 
and vans £12.50.

It is a Class D CAZ and affects all vehicle types (see box).
It operates 24-hours a day, seven-days a week and is in addi-

tion to Congestion Zone charges.
While it currently affects an area in the centre of London, the 

same emissions requirements are due to be expanded across the 
whole of Greater London for HGVs from October 2020 with 
charges for Euro-3 lorries or older set at £300 per day.

For vans, the ULEZ will be expanded up to the North and 
South Circular roads from October 2021.

Leaving London
The next two cities to follow suit with their CAZ schemes will 
be Birmingham and Leeds.

Both due to originally launch in January 2020, they were de-
layed due to a central government ‘vehicle checker’ system not 
being ready and are now expected to begin in the summertime.

Like London, Birmingham City Council is also opting for 
a Class D CAZ, however its charges will be £50 per day for 
HGVs and £8 for vans. rollout of a Class C CAZ in the centre of Newcastle in 2021, 

which will see non-compliant HGVs paying £50 and vans £12.50 
to enter. In addition, road layout changes and restrictions will 
be applied on the Tyne Bridge and approaching routes. 

Bath and North East Somerset Council will also be introduc-
ing a Class C CAZ from late 2020, with non-compliant HGVs 
charged £100 per day to enter and vans £9.

Bristol City Council is aiming for a ban on diesel cars in its 
city centre between 7am and 3pm, alongside a wider Class C 
CAZ affecting larger vehicles. Non-compliant HGVs will pay 
£100 to enter and vans will face a £9 charge.

Sheffield City Council is also mooting a Class C CAZ, which 
will cover the inner ring road and the city centre, including Park 

Square and the A61/Parkway junction. HGVs would be charged 
£50 per day and vans £10 and the scheme will come into force 
early 2021 once approved.

In Portsmouth, HGVs face paying a £50 charge to enter the 
western part of Portsea Island. If approved, it will come into 
force in 2021.

Oxford, meanwhile is going one step further than a CAZ and 
plans to be the UK’s first fully zero-emission city by 2035. For 
freight operators, the zero-emission restrictions could start as 
early as 2022, although the council says this could take the form 
of restricted delivery hours or movement of goods to smaller 
electric vehicles for situations where HGV technology does not 
yet exist.

CAZ class categories
All CAZs would require a minimum of Euro-4 petrol or Euro-6 
diesel vehicles
Class A: Bus, coach, taxi and private hire 
Class B:  Bus, coach, HGV, taxi and private hire 
Class C: Bus, coach, HGV, large vans, minibus, small vans, taxi 
and private hire
Class D: Bus, coach, HGV, large vans, minibus, small vans, cars, 
taxis, private hire, motorcycles and mopeds (optional Euro-3)

‘There needs to be a clear, 
consistent approach’

“The UK is in the midst of a public health 
crisis. Air pollution causes an estimated 40,000 
early deaths each year and impacts the lives 
of hundreds of thousands others, particularly 
vulnerable groups such as children.

“The UK government should have sorted out 
the issue long ago, but almost 10 years have 
passed since the deadline for compliance with 

the legal limit for major pollution culprit, NOx. The latest figures 
show that of the country’s 43 reporting zones, 36 still suffer from 
illegal levels of this harmful pollutant.

“The government’s own analysis has identified CAZs as the 
most effective way to deal with this issue, but their delivery has 
been poorly handled.

“Government has passed the buck to local authorities. They 
have a crucial role to play in delivering the zones, however, for 
businesses and individuals to plan for CAZs there needs to be 
a clear, consistent approach that can only be delivered through 
national co-ordination.

“For businesses and individuals to adapt to increasing 
restrictions on polluting vehicles, much more help and support 
is needed. This could include ensuring grants for zero emission 
vehicles (ZEV) remain in place until cost parity is achieved with 
more polluting alternatives and employing ‘in use incentives’ such 
as providing facilitated processes for retiming of deliveries for ZEVs 
and decreased rates for tolls/road charging.

“If drivers are to consider zero emission alternatives, they need 
to be confident they can charge their vehicles. This means ensuring 
that there is a network of high-powered chargers both at strategic 
points of the road network and at homes and businesses.

“The previous government has repeatedly stated the ambition 
to be ‘at the forefront of the design and manufacturing of zero-
emission vehicles.’ The new government must live up to this 
ambition not only to address the crucial issues of air pollution 
and climate change but to invigorate the UK’s industrial base and 
ensure that there is adequate supply of zero emission vehicles –  
an issue that is particularly acute for commercial fleet operators.”
Dominic Phinn, business engagement, ClientEarth

What does 2020 look like in terms of finalised clean  
air zones and what can operators expect to pay?

targetsCAZ
The zone will cover all the roads within the A4540 Middle-

way Ring Road.
A series of support measures have been put in place to help 

local businesses, such as funds to help fleet upgrades and grace 
periods for qualifying operators, for example those tied into 
finance agreements.

Leeds has opted for a Class B CAZ, which does not bring 
cars or vans into scope.

This will see non-compliant hauliers charged £50 per day to 
enter a zone that covers more than half of the city.

The council has received a £23m support fund from central 
government to help local businesses adapt their fleets. Of this, 
£13.8m will be allocated to HGV operators with grants of up to 
£15,000 per affected vehicle subject to a funding competition.

Derby, Nottingham and Southampton have all had their 
own clean air plans approved by the government, but these do 
not include a charging zone. Instead they plan to tackle NOx 
reduction through traffic management and a series of other air 
quality improvement schemes, which will bring emissions in line 
with EU legal limits by 2020.

Scotland
The Scottish government has tasked its four major cities: 
Aberdeen, Dundee, Edinburgh and Glasgow to implement Low 
Emission Zones (LEZ) by 2020 and into other air pollution 
hotspots by 2023.

Glasgow was first to launch its zone at the end of 2018, which 
was targeted at buses in its first phase. HGVs and other vehicles 
will come into scope by 31 December 2022.

The other three cities are working up their own proposals, 
due to be consulted on and put in place by the end of this year.

Wales
The Welsh government has instructed Cardiff and Caerphilly 
councils to explore CAZ potential.

Cardiff had proposed £32m worth of measures to reduce 
NOx without a charging zone, however the government has 
asked the council to carry out further modelling to ensure a 
CAZ is not needed.

Caerphilly is also continuing its negotiations with govern-
ment over the best way to improve air quality. 

Other areas
Looking further ahead, many more local authorities are furious-
ly working up their own plans to finalise with government.

You can view the full list online and connect directly with the 
councils by using the BVRLA’s handy interactive map (see im-
age, right), which is useful due to the constantly updating nature 
of the councils’ proposals during planning stages.

A few that are quite advanced with their plans include: 
Greater Manchester, which has proposed the largest CAZ 
outside of London, including the 10 local authority areas of: 
Bury; Salford; Trafford; Tameside; Manchester City; Rochford; 
Bolton; Stockport; Wigan; and Oldham. It is a Class C CAZ and 
is due to start in 2021, with charges for non-compliant vehicles 
proposed at £100 per day for HGVs and £7.50 for vans.

The three authorities of North Tyneside Council, Gateshead 
Metropolitan Borough Council and Newcastle City Council 
have combined their clean air plans. They have proposed the 

www.bvrla.co.uk/CAZmap
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Q: What would your key piece of advice be to any operator 
that has not yet started preparing their fleet for CAZ 
rollouts during 2020? 
They need to assess their fleets and the mix of assets that are 
entering the CAZs. Are they able to allocate non-compliant assets to 
alternative routes and replace with compliant vehicles? With the fines 
up to £100 per day, it is advisable they start discussions early with 
their fleet manager/supplier to understand what options are available 
for upgrading to Euro-6 technology. As one of the leading providers 
in the UK, we can offer any operator the right support and guidance 
with this transition.

Q: For operators used to buying outright from the second-
hand market, why might rental/leasing be an affordable 
alternative to help them comply? 
The switch to contract hire/rental allows the operator to not only 
upgrade, but to give certainty of the costs, fixing maintenance and 

lease costs in one monthly payment for the duration of the contract. 
The capital that may otherwise have been tied up in their vehicle fleet 
can be released for use in their core business, and the operator is 
able to de-risk their business from the volatility of the used-vehicle 
market. Euro-6 rental vehicles provide flexibility to operators who are 
running assets approaching the end of their life, with a try-before-
you-buy approach to compliant technology. 

Q: How has Ryder prepared its fleet maintenance team to 
ensure they have the skillset to work on emerging vehicle 
technology?  
The team has been working closely with our US parent to understand 
the new technology available from our key partners, including the 
OEMs in the UK. Both the UK and US Engineering teams are well 
briefed on advising our clients on the correct technologies for their 
own operations. With a strong operational bench strength, we feel 
we are able to give our clients structured and solid experience based 
on the breadth of multi-marque assets we operate across the UK, 
and prepare them for the changes in legislation such as clean air, 
and other emerging technologies as we continue to act as Thought 
Leaders to the industry.

U
sually I buy five-year-old vehicles on the 
used-truck market, but with ULEZ coming 
into force earlier this year, it was proving 
very difficult to get hold of second-hand 

Euro-6 vehicles,” comments Przemyslaw Duklas, 
director of Spizarnia (UK).

As a leading independent provider of commer-
cial vehicle contract hire, rental and maintenance 
services, Ryder was able to meet the deadline for 
securing Euro-6 vehicles for Spizarnia. 

The company imports an extensive range of 
food products – more than 10,000 items – from 
Poland, and distributes them to independents and 
small chains across the UK via its four cross-dock 
facilities in Lincoln, London, Manchester and 
Northern Ireland.

The new vehicles are 26-tonne DAF CF330s 
with Solomon bodies and Carrier Transicold 

fridges, and are being used to deliver to Spizarnia 
customers in London and the South.

Not only is this the first time Spizarnia has 
worked with Ryder, but it is the first time the food 
distributor has gone down the contract hire route.

“Ryder was easy to work with, competitive with 
its pricing, and assisted with our specific opera-
tional requirements,” says Duklas.

Due to the weight of the pallets that Spizarnia 
delivers, Duklas required the 26-tonne vehicles to 
have 9-tonne front axles – instead of the usual  
8-tonne.

“Our system is fully computerised, so we know 
the weight of our pallets, and from experience, it 
is essential that the trucks have a 9-tonne front 
axle, because otherwise we cannot use the entire 
loading area. All the weight would be over the 
front axle and we would have to move the load 
back from the front,” he explains.

Ryder also impressed with its service centre 
network, with Spizarnia taking out a sales and 
service contract for its existing fleet at two of its 
cross-dock facilities.

“Ryder’s London service centre is in Park Roy-
al, just five minutes from our London cross-dock, 
and Ryder’s Manchester service centre is also 
conveniently located.

“Price-wise and service-wise, I am very happy I 
chose Ryder. Our account manager Melissa is very 
proactive and always there to help us with any 
issues,” added Duklas.

What do industry’s leading trade associations have to 
say about the UK’s air quality initiatives and what are 
the key asks of the new government?

What is the RHA most concerned about as we 
approach the start date of the first of the CAZ 
charging regimes outside London? 

Chris Ashley, policy advocate for environment and regulation, 
says: “There are many things the RHA is concerned about. 
The biggest concern has been an inability by policy-makers to 
understand the impact arising from the drop in residual values 
on non-Euro-6 lorries, and the commercial harm this causes to 
our smaller members.  

“We  are also concerned that, when just half the UK fleet 
meets the Euro-6 standard, those lorries that are priced out 
from delivering goods into CAZs will be replaced by a rise in 
van deliveries. These are vans adding to congestion and emis-
sions, which we see as being counterproductive to the overall 
aim of reducing emissions.

“Finally, we are concerned about the bureaucratic burden 
that will be placed on our members, as multiple CAZ schemes 
with different requirements spring up around the country which 
operators will have to deal with. 

“The flawed CAZ framework that central government is 
imposing on local authorities shows a complete lack of un-
derstanding on how mobility and the need to transport goods 
within cities works.

“We’re calling on the new government to rethink its approach 
to CAZs. We all want clean air, but a different approach with 
phased charging that empowers and incentivises operators to 
adjust is needed.

“The RHA will continue pressing the government to change 
the framework, so that a more rational scheme is introduced 
which achieves the overall aim of clean air without damaging 
our sector.”

BVRLA looks ahead
As we head into 2020, key advice from the BVRLA to members 
assessing the impact of CAZs on their fleets is:
 Understand Euro class of vehicles. Compliant vehicles are 
Euro-6 diesel and Euro-4 petrol. 
 Engage with local authorities to find out if there is any 
available funding or exemptions that may apply, particularly for 
HGVs where there are no suitable retrofit solutions. 

The BVRLA’s main asks of the incoming government regard-
ing air quality initiatives affecting the commercial vehicle sector 
are:
 Incentivise don’t penalise operators of pre-Euro-5 vehicles to 
help them shift to Euro-6.
 Establish Clean Freight Fund to support CV operators in 
upgrading their vans and trucks.
 Ensure consistency in terms of hours of operation, signage, 
communications and use of mitigation measures and exemp-
tions to avoid creating confusion and non-compliance when 
CAZs are introduced. 
 Give hauliers the flexibility to deliver at night allowing 
HGVs to use bus lanes outside of peak hours and provide local 
authorities with adequate guidance and resources to identify 
congestion hotspots and improve traffic management. 

FTA: government needs to support industry in 
transition to alternative fuels
In its manifesto to the incoming government, the FTA called 
for a series of measures to help operators reduce emissions and 
adopt alternative fuels and new technology. 

It states: “Road transport will continue to play the dominant 
role in the movements of goods in the UK: 82% of goods are 
moved by road. Even if alternative modes increase, road’s pre-
dominance will remain, and it is vital cleaner fuels are deployed 
if the UK is to meet zero emission targets.”
 Industry needs help in getting diesel alternatives brought to 
market in a fashion that can replicate the role this fuel currently 
plays – at the present time, alternatives are not operationally 
viable on anything more than a niche basis. 
 Government support is required to develop the market in 
alternatively fuelled vehicles to the point where economies of 
scale will make them fully competitive with diesel. 
 Government should also consider regulatory incentives to 
create market conditions and encourage uptake. 
 Make longer semi-trailers a permanent feature on UK roads: 
over the past six years, the ongoing trial of 12% longer trailers, 
comprising 0.5% of all units in operation in the UK, has led 
to a saving of 28,000 tonnes of CO2, 70% fewer collisions and 
270,000 less journeys – removing 32.9 million km.
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